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Disclaimer: Neither TradersMeetup.net nor any of its hosts, organizers, guests, presenters or other such 
representatives is, in such capacities, a licensed financial adviser, registered investment adviser, 
registered broker-dealer nor FINRA | SIPC | NFA-member firm. TradersMeetup.net and Arthur Marcus do 
not provide investment or financial advice or make investment recommendations. TradersMeetup.net is 
not in the business of transacting trades, nor does TradersMeetup.net agree to direct your brokerage 
accounts or give trading advice tailored to your particular situation. Nothing contained in our content 
constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, promotion, or endorsement of any particular security, other 
investment product, transaction or investment.

Trading Futures, Options on Futures, and retail off-exchange foreign currency transactions involves 
substantial risk of loss and is not suitable for all investors. You should carefully consider whether trading 
is suitable for you in light of your circumstances, knowledge, and financial resources. You may lose all or 
more of your initial investment. Opinions, market data, and recommendations are subject to change at any 
time.

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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Background

● Option Principal since 1994

● CANSLIM

Marc Tucker
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Options

There are two types of option contracts with four (4) basic positions.

All other strategies are only a combination of the four (4) basic positions.

BUY (go long) an option, you pay money a.k.a. The premium.

SELL (go short) an option, you receive the premium



Purchase a Call
Purchasing a Call = long a call.

This gives you the right to buy 100 shares of the stock at the strike 

price until the expiration day.  This position is generally used:

A. To speculate on the upside move of the stock

B. To hedge a short position

C. Your risk is the premium only



Purchase a Put
Purchasing a Put = long a put.

This gives you the right to sell 100 shares of stock at the strike price 

until the expiration day.  This position is generally used:

A. To speculate on the downside move of the stock

B. To hedge a long position

C. Your risk is the premium only



Sell a Call
Sell a Call = writing or short a call.

When you sell a call you take on the obligation to sell 100 shares of 

stock at the strike price until expiration.  This position is generally 

used:

A. To take in income as a covered position if you own the stock

B. To take in income if contract expires worthless

C. If you do not own the stock your risk is unlimited



Sell a Put
Purchasing a Put = writing or short a put.

When you sell a put you take on the obligation to buy 100 shares of stock at the 

strike price until expiration.  This position is generally used:

A. To take in income as a covered position if you are short the stock

B. To take in income if contract expires worthless

C. To try to buy stock at a lower price than you could do normally do

D. If you are not short the stock, your risk is the difference between the 

Strike price at the premium.



Expiration

A call will expire worthless if the market price of the stock 

is equal to or less than the strike price at expiration.

A put will expire worthless if the market price of the stock 

is equal to or greater than the strike price at expiration.



Putting it all together

Holder,
Buyer,

Being Long

Writer,
Seller,

Being Short

CALL:
Right to Buy

Pays Premium
Obligation to Sell

Receives Premium

PUT:
Right to Sell

Pays Premium
Obligation to Buy
Receives Premium



Option Strategies Used By the Pros
To make money in any type of market

● Long Call

● Long Put

● Straddle

● Strangle

● Bull Debit Spread

● Bear Debit Spread

● Bull Credit Spread

● Bear Credit Spread

● Calendar Spread

● Butterfly Spread

● Synthetic Long

● Synthetic Short

● Call Ratio Backspread

● etc….



Option Strategies ...













Sample Trade of SELL PUT

● SELL 1 XYZ190118P70 @$2.80
● Liability is 1x100 = 100 shares at $70/share = $7,000
● Maximum profit is $280
● $280 / $7000 = 4% but this is only until Jan not a full year
● Since this is about 1/3 of the year 4% x 3 = 12% approximately 

cash on cash
● Since we are using leverage it increases return and also 

increases risk
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Questions ...



Thank You for Coming!

Contact Info:

Marc Tucker

Email: Marc@TradersMeetup.net

Good Trading to You All!


